2020 ELECTION:

CLAREMONT EAP IS HERE TO HELP

Claremont EAP understands that many people are experiencing stress from this
election. According to Kelly McGonigal of the Greater Good Science Center,
you can turn election stress into courage and compassion. Here’s how:
1. DO SOMETHING
Think about what matters most to you post-election. Then,
decide how you can participate to further that cause. As you
take committed action, look around. Notice that you are not
alone. This is bigger than you. And also, it needs you. This is
how you practice moral courage.
2. LOOK FOR THE GOOD
Are there destructive forces as well as virtue in all of us? Yes,
of course. That’s the complexity of human nature. But this
election has obscured the latter while highlighting the former.
For your mental health, you need to restore some balance. One
antidote to moral distress is moral elevation: witnessing the
good in others.
How do you find the good? One resource I’ve turned to is NPR’s
Storycorps. Stories that amplify love over hate and empathy
over fear. Stories that build bridges of understanding between
people and help us recognize our shared humanity.”
Research shows that stories like this don’t just make us feel
better—they also help us feel awe, gratitude, and self-transcendence. One 2015 study found that watching a video
that inspired moral elevation increased feelings of common
humanity and connection to others, including members of
so-called “out groups.” Another study found that for people
suffering from depression, moral elevation increased their
hope and reduced their sadness, anxiety, and loneliness.

How else can you give yourself the good medicine of moral elevation? In everyday life, look for, notice, and appreciate acts
of virtue. Make it a goal to witness compassion, character,
and courage. When you do, savor the feeling of being uplifted.
Be present for the experience. Let it soak into your cells and
remind your DNA that there is good in the world. Tell the story
to someone else, so that it might inspire them.
3. BE THE GOOD
Look for ways to make an immediate difference in your
community. Be the source point of what you want to see in the
world. Do it for yourself and the satisfaction you feel when you
help others thrive. But also do it for others who are in desperate need of moral elevation themselves. Your impact may be
far greater than you imagine.
There are many opportunities in everyday life to change someone else’s experience with relatively little investment. Doing so
can hold meaning for that person far beyond what we would
imagine when we made the gesture.
In every election some people are disappointed and others
are pleased by the outcome. If you’ve been distressed by this
election, remember that you aren’t alone. There are countless
others who also feel that despair. When you remember this,
decide to be the antidote to someone else’s moral distress. In
ways you may never know, your small acts of kindness could
reverberate in the lives of others long past this election cycle.

Claremont EAP is an important resource during times of transition
and uncertainty. You and your family members in the immediate
household can receive free, confidential, short-term counseling
for issues such as depression, anxiety, stress and grief.
Call Claremont EAP at 800-834-3773 for a referral for counseling.
Source: Greater Good Science Center, http://greatergood.berkeley.edu/

